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University of Wisconsin-Madison Los Alamos National Laboratory
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the Los Alamos National LaboratoryAc-
celerator Transmutation of Nuclear Waste (ATW) pmjc_t is T_ barn
the substantial reduction in volume of this country's long-lived pe.w

high-level radioactive waste in a safe and energy efficient man- _em
her. An evaluation of the AcceleratorTransmutationof Nuclear [ Am_mm _u
Waste concept has four aspects; material balance, energy bal- t
ance, performance and cost. An evaluation of the material
balance compares the amount of long-lived high-level waste

wlmm

transmuted with the amountand type of waste createdin the r-,N--] ]process. One componentof the material balanceis the acti- t _ I '

i----vation of structuralmaterials over the lifetime of the transmu- - _ N
ration reactor. An activation analysis has been performed on _ ,M_,n,m

four structureregions of the reaction vessel: the tungstentar-
get; the lead target and annulus; the Zircailoy and aluminum sire,memm
robingcarrying the actinide slurry and; the stainless steel tank. _,,mew=

Figure 1. Schematic depicting the general features of the Los
I. INTRODUCTION Alamos Transmutationof Nuclear Waste (ATW) Concept.

The purpose of the Los Alamos Accelerator Transmuta- thermalizedin a D20 blanket region.The total flux produced
tion of Nuclear Waste (ATW)concept is to substantially reduce in the sunmngHngcylindrical blanket region is on the order of
the amount of long-lived high-level radioactive nuclear waste 3 x I0Isneutmm/cm2-s.
by the transmutationof key radionuclidcs to sboner-lived ra-
dionuclides or to stable nuclides in a safe and energy efficien_ The blanket region is made up of three major concen-
manner. The reduction of key radionuclidescould ease require- tric sections as depicted in Figures 2 and 3. The firstsection
merits of futuregeological repositories. A complete evaluation surrounding the lead annulus is a thin fission product zone
of the ATW concept has four aspects; material i)alance, en- consisting of Zircalloy robes which contain the flow of fission
ergy balance, performance and, cost. This analysis concerns product solution. Section two is an actinide region where the
itself with one of the above aspects; the material balance of the actinide/D20 slurry flow is contained in double-wailed tubes
ATW system. The lifetime material balance is a comparison constructed with a Zircalloy inner tube and an aluminum al-
of the amount of long-lived higt_Aevel waste transmutedwith loy outer tube. The third section is another fission product
the amount and type of waste created in the process. One con- region. A low pressure stainless steel tank contains the struc-
stiment of the ATW material balance is the induced activation ture to support the target and robing and, contains the D20

of the structuralcomponents. An analysis has been performed coolant/moderator.

on four structural regions of the ATW reaction vessel. One acceleratorwill drive four such target/blanketmod-

The transmutationof the actinides Am, Np, Pu, and Cm ules. Enough power is generatedin the modules to support the
and the fission products _'l'c and 1291, which are present in the accelerator with an excess generating capacity of 400 MWe
spent fuel from light waterreactors,is accomplishedwith an placedon the externalpowergrid for commercialuse. Each
intense thermalneutron flux. This intense flux is producedby module will be designed to transmute the high-level waste
a high energy (1.6 GeV) proton induced spallation of a solid stream from2.5 1000 MWe Light WaterReactors) This means
tungsten target and surrounding lead annulus (Figure I). The that each target/blanketmodule will transmute approximately
approximately 35 spallation neum3ns produced per proton am 83 kg of technetium and iodine combined, and 625 kg of ac-

tinide mixture annually. These mass amounts include the trans-
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Figure 4. The proposed yearly operating history of the ATW cmx_t (75% availability).



Table I. Stainless Steel Tank - Irradiated 40 Years Table 2. Stainless Steel Tank - Irradiated 40 Years

Decay Tune I Year 30 years 300 Years I000 Years Decay Tune I Year I 30 years 300 Years I000 Years

Isotope Activity (Curies) Isotope Mass (moles)

3H 1.8e-2° 3.6e-3 8.7e-I0 3H 6.3e-7 ° 1.2e-7 3.0e-14
SICr 2.8e+2 SICr 5.9e-5
S4Mn 5.8e+3 S4Mn 1.4e-2
SSFe 1.le+6 6.3e+2 SSFe 8.5e+0 4.7e-3
sgFe 1.5e+2 S9Fe 5.2e-5
eOFe 2.0e-6 2.0e-6 2.0e-6 2.0e-6 6°Fe 1.7e-6 1.7e-6 1.7e-6 1.7e-6
6°Co 4.2e+2 9.2e+0 2.0e-6 2.0e-6 °°Co 6. le-3 1.9e-3 3.0e- i 1 3.0e- 11
sgNi 1.5e+3 1.5e+3 1.5e+3 1.5e+3 SgNi 3.2e+2 3.2e+2 3.2e+2 3.2e+2
eaNi 1.6e+5 1.3e+5 2. le+4 1.6e+2 °aNi 4.6e+ 1 3.7e+ I 5.8e+0 4.5e-2

Totals 1.30e+6 1.36e+5[ 2.21e+4 1.66e+3 Totals 3.74e+2 3.57e+2 3.26e+2 3.20e+2
"read as 1.8 x 10-_ "read as 6.3 x 10-T

mutation of radionuclides that were internally generated. Over the accumulation of radioactive material in structuralcompo-
the 40 year expected life span of the module, this amounts to nents. A preliminary lifetime material balance analysis has

been done of the ATW base case aqueous design to determinethe destruction of 28.3 tonnesofhigh-level long-lived waste

pertarget/blanket assembly or a total of 1!3 tonnes for the four the net reductionof long-lived high level waste. The contrib-utors to the ATW lifetime material balance are the radioactive
module system) wastes transmuted, the radioactive material generated in the

I!. CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURE spallation proce_ and the structuralcompoggnts of the reactor
that are activatedin the process. A discussion of the activation

A three-dimensional heterogeneous model of the ATW of four ATW reaction vessel structuralcomponents follows.
base case aqueous target/blanketmodule has been used to eval- A. Stainless Steel Vessel
uate the contributionof the activated structural components to
the material balance. The neutron spectrum calculations were The reactortank, which is stainless steel 304, is exposed
performedwithMCNP.250,000neutronparticlehistorieswere totheirradiationhistm_/depictedinFigure4 foritsexpected

usedforthepreliminarystudy.MCNP provideda46 binneu- lifetimeof40 yems.TablesIand2 listtheradionuclidesthat
tmn energy spectrum for each of the four structural regions make a significant contribution to the tanks activity at I, 30,
evaluated;the stainless steel tank, the double-walled Zircalloy- 300 and, 1000 years after the 40 year reactor lifetime. At
aluminum actinide tubes, the tungsten target and, the targets one year l.le6 Curies (Ci) of 5SFe and 1.6e5 Ci of eaNi are
surrounding lead annulus. The radionuclides formed in each the largest conlributors to the tank's a_dvity. A ,_nall amount
of the four structuralregions were obtained with DKRICF3 and of tritium, 6.3e-7 moles, is created ft_t high energy neutron
PULSAR, 4 both of which are UniversityofWisconsin-Madison interactionwith the constituem elements of stainless steel 304.

radioactivity codes. DKRICF and PULSAR used the MCNP 59Ni, with a half-life of 7.604 years, and an electron capture
generated regional spectrumand a material isotope file for each decay mode, dominates on a long time scale. This isotope is
region. Total fluxestimates for the four regions were based on a not a gamma emitterandhence does not contributesignificantly
source of 35 spallation neutronsper incident proton) An anal- to the long term dose hazard. The total mount of afterheatat
ysis of the Zircalloy tubes carryingthe aqueous fission product one year is 6.9e-4 MW, at 30 yems it is 2.5¢-5 MW.

solution was not performed at this time. The totalmass of radionuclidescreated in the ATW reactor

A. IrradiationHistory tank after 40 years irradiationis 21.5 kg, or 0.06% of the tank

The yearly irradiationhistory, shown in Figure 4, for this mass, with the total mass of the tank at 34.5 tonnes.
study consists of 25 days of continuous operation followed by B. Actinide Tubing

a 5 day shutdown period for minor maintenance. Then: are The double-walled zircalloy and aluminum actinide tubing
a total of 11 such operating periods. After the llth operating is replaced every year due to the corrosive natureof the slurry.
period there is an additional 35 day shutdown period giving an Each set is irradiatedaccording to the irradiationhistory given
extended maintenance period of 40 days at the end of the year. in Figure 4 for one year. Tables 3 and 4 are a summary of
This totals 365 days giving a 75% availability factor, significant radionuclides created in the 40 sets of actinide tub-

III. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS ing used over the 40 year operation of the reactor. On a shon
time scale SSFe,65Zn,SSZrand, 9SNbarethe predominantcon-

The objective of this work is to inve_gate one. aspect of tributors m activity in the tubing. At 300 years the dominant
the lifetime radioactive material balance of the ATW system, radionuclides ate: _Ni; 2°5pb, which has a half-life of 1.5e7



Table 3. Actinide Tubing 40 Sets - Irradiated One Year Table 4. Actinide Tubing 40 Sets - Irradiated One Year

Decay Tune I Year 30 years 300 Years I000 Years Decay Time I Year 30 years 300 Years I000 Years

Isotope Activity (Curies) Isotope Mass (moles)

3H 7.2e+ !" 1.4e+ 1 3.4e-6 3H 2.6e-3" 1.5e-3 1.2e-10
26Al 1.3¢-2 1.3¢-2 1.3e-2 1.3e-2 2_AI 2.7e-2 2.7e-2 2.7e-2 2.7e-2
sl Cr 1.3e+ 1 sl Cr 2.7e-6
54Mn 2.9e+2 54Mn 7.0e-4
SSFe 2. le+4 1.2e+ 1 SSFe 1.6e-1 8.7e-5
S9Fe 3. le+O S9Fe I. le-6
coFe 1.2e-4 1.2e-4 1.2e-4 1.2e-4 °°Fe 1.0e-4 l.Oe-4 1.0e-4 l.Oe-4
COCo 7.4e+ 1 1.6e+O 1.2e-4 1.2e-4 °°Co 1.!e-3 2.4e-5 1.0e-9 1.0e-9
°3Ni 3.5e+2 2.8¢+2 4.4¢+1 3.4¢-I °3Ni 9.7e-2 7.9e-2 1.2e-2 9.6e-5
°SZn 2.3e+4 6SZn 4.2e-2
Sgsr 8.3e-1 S9Sr 3.2e-7
°°Sr 3.4e+0 1.7e+O 2.6e-3 9°Sr 2.8e-4 1.4e-4 2.1e-7
COy 3.5e+0 1.8e+0 2.6e-3 _Y 7.2e-8 3.6e-8 1.0e-10
91y 2.0e+ 1 91y 9.2e-6
937.t 7.7e+ ! 7.7e+ 1 7.7e+ 1 7.7e+ ! 93Zr 3.2e+2 3.2e+2 3.2e+2 3.2e+2
9SZr 2.3e+4 9SZr 1.le-2
9SNb 4.9e+4 9SNb 1.3e-2
1°9Cd 3.8e- I 1°9Cd 1.3e-6
1141n 1.6e+! ll41n 1.0e-10
114,nIn 1.6e+l 114mIn 6.2e-6
I laSn 3.5e+3 113Sn 3. le-3
11_ Sn 2. le+3 119mSn 4.0e-3
123Sn 1.84:+3 123Sn 2.2e+1
12SSb 1.3e+3 8.1e-I 12sSb 3.2e-2 3.1e-5
2°SPb 3.0e-2 3.0e-2 3.0e-2 3.0e-2 2°sPb 1.2e+0 1.2e+0 1.2e+0 1.2e+0
Totals 1.25e+5 3.92e+2 1.21e+2 7.73e+ I Totals 3.47e+2 3.24e+2 3.24e+2 3.24e+2
"readas 7.2 x lO+l "read as 2.6 x lO-

years, decays by electron capture and is not a gamma emitter, they are 2°SPb,21°mBi, l°Be and, 2°eBi. The decay heat of the
2_AI, which bern-decays,emits a 2.9 MeV gamma and has a lead annulus at 1 and 30 years is 4.5¢-6 MW and 5.2e-8 MW
half-life of 7.3e5 years; and 93Zr,which beta-decays and has a respectively. The amount of radioactive material created in the
half-life of 1.5e6 years. The total decay heat in this structure lead annulus during 40 years of irradiation is 4.03 kg. The
is 6.0¢-4 MW and 6.9e-8 MW at I and 30 years respectively, total mass of the lead annulus is 2.6 tonnes.

The amount of radioactive material present in the 40 year D. TungstenTarget

accumulation of actinide tubing after a 10 year cooling period The tungsten target is replaced every year. Tables 7 and 8
is 30.9 kg. This is 0.03% of the total tubing mass of 114 list the significant isotopes that are accumulated in the 40 tar-
tonnes. Of the four structural regions analyzed, the actinide gets used duringthe lifetime of the reactorvessel. D20 present
tubing produces the largest amount of radioactive material. in the target region is included in the material constituent file

C. Lead Annulus for these calculations. At one year decay time 3.9e5 Ci of

A single lead annulus is used during the operating lifetime lSSW and 6.1o4 Ci of lslw dominate the activity of the target
of the ATW reactor. The lead annulus is exposed to the irradi- material. _SSWand Istw have a half-fife of 75 days and 121
ation history depicted in Figure 4 for its 40 year lifetime. The days respectively. At 300 years lSTRe is the remaining signif-
material c.mtstituentfile for the lead annulus also includes the icant radionuclide with an activity of 5.9e-2 Ci. lSTRedecays

D20 present in this region. Tables 5 and 6 list the significant by beta-decay, it is not a gamma emitter and has a half-fife
radionuclides contributing to the activity of the lead annulus of 4.1elO years and thus could be considered a stable nucfide.

The total decay heat of the pugets at 1 and 30 years is 3.1e-4after a 1, 30, 300 and, 1000 years decay time. At one year
2.4e3 Ci of 3H, l.le3 Ci of _'°4Tland 1.7el Ci of 21°Poare the MW and I__e-8 MW respectively.

main contributors to this structures activity. At 300 years, and After a ten year decay time the total radionuclide mass
on a long time scale, 0.5 Ci of 2°sPb dominates the structural present in the 40 year accumulation of targets is 1.9e-4 kg, the
activity. Four nuclides r_avehalf-lives greater than 3.5e5 years, total mass of the 40 targets is 9.5 tonnes.
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Table 5. Lead Annulus - Irradiated 40 Years Table 7.40 qhmgsten Targets - trradiated One Y_,ar

Decay Tune 1 Year 30 years 300 Years 1000 Years Decay Time I Year 30 years 300 Years 1000 Years

Isotope AcUvity (Curies) Isotope AcUvity (Curies),,,
....

:_H 2.4¢+3" 4.7e+2 1.1e,-4 :_H 1.6¢+3 * 3.1 e+2 7.5e- 5

1"Be 1.3e--4 1.3e-4 1.3e-4 1.3e-4 lWTa 1.7e+2 8.1e-4
14C 4.5e-3 4.5e-3 4.3e-3 4.0e-3 lWJTa 1.0e+3

'_4T1 1.le+3 5.3e+0 ls)W 6.1e+4

'-'t_SPb 4.9e-1 4.9e-1 4.9e-1 4.9e-1 )H'_W 3.9e+5
='_Bi 1.0e-2 1.0e-2 1.0e-2 1.0e-2 )SaRe 4.9e+1

'_l_Bi 8.5e-4 8.5e-4 8.5e-4 8..5e-4 lS4'"Re 3.6e+1

'Jl°Po 1.7e+l lSrRe 5.9e-2 5.9e-2 5.9e-2 5.9e-2
Totals 3.51e+3 4 75e+2 5.05e- 1 5.04e- 1 Totals 4.5e+5 3. I e+2 5.9e-2 5.9e-2

"read as 2.4 x 10" *read as 1.6 x 10

Table6. [,e_dAnnulus - Irradi_ted40 Years Table 8.40 'l_mgstenTargets- IrradiatedOne Year

Decay Time 1 Year 30 years 300 Years 1000 Years Decay Ttme 1 Year I 30 years 300 Years 1000 Years,,

Isotope Mass (moles) Isotope Mass (moles)
.......

:_H 8.3e-2" 1.6e-2 3.0e-9 :_H 5.4e-2" 1.1e-2 2.0e-9
)°Be 5.8e-.4 5.8e-4 5.8e-4 5.8e-4 )7_Ta 7.7e-4 3.0e-9

1t C 7.2e-5 7.2e-5 6.9e-5 6.4e-5 )S'_Ta 8.8e-4
'-'°4Tl 1.1e-2 5.6e-5 )slW 5.6e-2

"_SPb 2.0e+l 2.0e+1 2.0e+l 2.0e+l lS'_W 2.2e-1

'_(_Bi 1.0e-2 1.0e-2 1.0e,-2 1.0e-2 )S'tRe 1.4e-5
'-')(_"Bi 7.1e-3 7.1e-3 7.1e-3 7.1e-3 ls4*"Re 4.7e-5

"-'1°Po 1.8e-5 )_rRe 6.5e+3 6.5e+3 6.5e+3 6.5e+3
Totals 2.01e+l 2.00e+l 2.00e+l 2.00e+l Totals 6.5e+3 6.5e+3 6.5e+3 6.5e+3

"read as 8.3 x 10 -'J "read as 54 x 10-_

IV. Conclusion

For this preliminary material balance analysis of the ATW muted and the activation products formed in the reactor strut-
system, a summary of the long-lived radionuclides formed in ture are the two main components of the ATW material bal-

four structural components demonstrates a significant net re- ance. A comparison of the 28.3 tonnes of long-lived high-level

duction in long-lived waste. Summing the amount of radioac- waste transmuted during the lifetime of the ATW reactor mod-
tive material created in these four ATW components during ule with the 56.4 kg of radionuclides formed in the reactor

40 years of operation, followed by a ten year cooling period, structure demonstrates a highly successful material balance for

gives a total of 56.4 kg of radionuclides. The distribution of the ATW design.
this mass is illustrated in Table 9. Of the total amount gener-

ated, 34.4 kg is due to the long-lived radionuclides (half-lives Table 9. ATW Reactor - Irradiated 40 Years/10 Year Decay
greater than 3.5e5 years) )()Be, _(_A1,(_)Fe, _):_Zr,'_°sPb, '_°SBi
and '_l°'Bi of which _aZr alone contributes 30 kg. ,/,ctinide Lead Tungsten

As mentioned in the Calculational Procedures, the Zircal- Structure SS Tank Tubing Annulus Target

loy fission product tubing and aluminum target casing have not
been included in this preliminary analysis. However, based on Total
the amount of radioactive material generated in the Zircalloy- Mass (kg) 3.45e+4" 1.14e+5 2.60e+3 9.50e+3

aluminum actinide tubing, we conclude that the overall suc-

cess of the material balance will not be significantly affected Radionuclide

by the additional material. A previous radionuclide analysis Mass (kg) 2.15e+1 3.09e+1 4.03e+0 1.91e-4

performed of the spallation products generated in the tungsten *read as 3.45 x 10+4

target concluded that the amount of radioactive material pro-
duced was insignificant compared to the amount generated in
the structural materials. ) Hence the radioactive waste trans-
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